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20. Abstract

The principal test items were the Army's two newly acquired contain-
er handling cranes (140-ton and 300-ton capacities), and Amy LCM8 landing
craft and Navy 3 X 15 floating causeway. The cranes were disassembled so that
the weight of each major component was less than 60 long tons, the maximum
capacity of heavy-lift booms on the majority of cargo ships. The causeway
weight exceeded this capacity by only 0.3 long tons. The risk of making that
lift would normally be acceptable under emergency conditions.

All major test objectives were successfully achieved. One diffi-
culty, a sling design problem that prevented the outloading of the P&H 9125
crane, was considered solvable (and has since been accomplished in another
pretest). The P&H 9125 was landed by LCU (the boom sections were loaded
aboard ship), fully assembled on the beach, and used to assist in the
assembly of the larger crane.

Both cranes suffered minor boom damage primarily from swaying into
hatch coamings during discharge. Training deficiencies were noted as well
as the effects of off-shore sandbars and currents on the abilit, of boat
crews to land equipment on the beach.

Data collected during the pretest were analyzed in detail for use
in planning for subsequent tests, for documentation of causes behind opera-
tional difficulties, and for evaluation of stresses in the ship's gear while
hoisting heavy lifts in a seaway.

The conclusion reached is that LOTS equipment can be deployed by
conventional breakbulk ships with heavy-lift boom capacities of 60 or more
long tons and discharged into LCM8 landing craft in a calm to moderate sea
for movement to shore. The contalnership cranes can be landed with minimum
beach preparation, reassembled on the beach, and positioned for subsequent
container operations.
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ABSTRACT

The prinary objective of the Conventional Breakbulk Ship Pretest was
to determine the capability of the Services to use such a vessel for deploying
selected heavy, outsized LOTS equipment to a site where fixed port facilities
do not exist. This test, conducted during April 1976, was the first of five
planned preliminary tests, the others employing a heavy-lift breakbulk ship,
containership, LASH and SEABEE.

The principal test items were the Army's two newly acquired container
handling cranes (140-ton and 300-ton capacities), an Army LCM8 landing craft
and Navy 3 X 15 floating causeway. The cranes were disassembled so that the
weight of each major component was less than 60 long tons, the maximum capa-
city of heavy-lift booms on the majority of cargo ships. The causeway weight
exceeded this capacity by only 0.3 long tons. The risk of making that lift
would normally be acceptable under emergency conditions.

All major test objectives were successfully achieved. One difficulty,
a sling design problem that prevented the outloading of the P&I 9125 crane, was

j considered solvable (and has since been accomplished in another pretest). The
P&H 9125 was landed by LCU (the boom sections were loaded aboard ship), fully
assembled on the beach, and used to assist in the assembly of the larger crane.

Both cranes suffered minor boom damage primarily from swaying into
hatch coamings during discharge. Training deficiencies were noted as well as
the effects of off-shore sandbars and currents on the ability of boat crews
to land equipment on the beach.
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Data collected during the pretest were analyzed in detail for use
in planning for subsequent tests, for documentation of causes behind operational
difficulties, and for evaluation of stresses in the ship's gear while hoisting
heavy lifts in a seaway.

The conclusion reached is that LOTS equipment can be deployed by con-
ventional breakbulk ships with heavy-lift boom capacities of 60 or more long
tons and discharged into LCM8 landing craft in a calm to moderate sea for move-
ment to shore. The containership cranes can be landed with minimum beach prepar-
ation, reassembled on the beach, and positioned for subsequent container opera-
tions.
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I. INTROnUCTION

i, A, G P 0!!N D

One of the major conclusions of an analysis on the feasibility and

lefiiticr of a Joint Loqistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) operational test! / was

t~a* a series of preliminary tests were required relatinq to the deployment
of L 'S major end items on typical merchant vessels. The types of vessels
recorvrended for pretesting included a conventional breakbuik ship, a Lighter-

Aboard-Ship (LASH) vessel, Sea-Barge (SEABEE) , a non-self-sustaining container-
ship, anO a heavy-lift breakbulk ship. The objectives and results of pretests
for each type vessel are addressed in separate reports.

The objectives of the conventional breakbulk ship pretest were: to
deterrine the capabilities to use a typical conercial breakbulk ship to deploy
selected heavy and outsized, mission-essential LOTS system equipment to an
(j ,ur!-icnal site where fixed facil'ties are not available; to resolve potential
*echrical problems in disassembly for deployment, loading/unloading, and reas-
,rt, of the larger test items; and to refine main test planning.

This pretest involved the in-port loading by contract stevedores of

SlT-',Ystem equipment aboard a commercial breakbulk ship, the movement of the
%hip to an off-shore anchorage for the unloading of the ship by Army and Navy
Stevedores, and the movement ashore by landing craft. The pretest design called
'(;r the loading of the Army's tactically disassembled P&H 9125 truck-mounted

crane (140-ton capacity), a 3 X 15 causeway section, a LACV-30 (Lighter, Air
r % ,shion Vehicle), an LCM8, a frontloader, and a sideloader. A primary objective

.. ' the test was the disassembly, loading/unloading, movement ashore, and reas-
,enbly of the Army's P&H 6250 model truck-mounted crane (300-ton capacity).

Operations Research, Inc., Feasibility and Definition of a Joint Logistics-
Over-The-Shore (LOTS) Operational Test, ORI Technical Report No. 913,
30 April 1975.

i1
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ti Io t recommended test items were eliminated from the
,t, 1,.,ainq Idan. The trontloader and the sideloader on hand for test and
, , It n were not the 1tp,, , selected for 6ltimate use in the rminal service

,oIii , ,rta , ttI,, ,t organization and equipment (TO&E). I  The TO&E

ver, ioS had t-een , 1LC(1 n (tder but were not received in time for the con-
S. n, ,-ea ,I ,hi, I retest. Both the TO&E sideloader and frontloader are

e , ti ;I nam ifvplopmental test items identified in the LOTS Pre-
:, e' ;r, Prth, re,,rt disassembly for lifting by booms of a typical con-

* ... te~k - ,Ik ,hi: i6f)-lonq ton capacity or better). Additionally, move-
,," " ',, t ' ,,,t; LCIM, and reassembly on the beach is required to
r'i'O e Iapabilit, "!(ploy them. (The 70-ton sideloader was successfully

i!: a ischarged off-shore into dn LCM8, and lightered to

,,h' ,- : t'i i.' test 23-27 August 1976.)

4n ,i1itional ilk+, r,,,t included in this prete',t was the LACV-30. Two

I iQr ",ok ',, w i . l led for delivery ,ut ,W yv one wa s received by
' beforte The te'.1 . itdin of its trials have to be completed before it

S ested in IT[ T i , , jnment. To date some of those trials are still in

:he snip seleLue,: lot the test was an AMERI(AN (.IHALLENGER-class vessel

ie esiqnation C-4-', - , abbreviated C457). This ship was acceptable as
, representative of the majority cf U.S. merchant marine vessels. Its jumbo

apacity is 7(.1 lon; tnn, and serves two holds instead of one. It is one

most available type commercial breakbulk ships fur sealift deployment
.ll eleven ships of the class are under charter to the Military Sealift
, (M ,. All of the lifts except the Navy's causeway section are within

;,aCity of the najority of U.S. merchant brea bulk ships, that is,

ns. The causeway section weighs 60.3 long tons and under emergency
the .3-ton excess would normally be an acceptable risk.

4 /

Iritidily, the vster of the SS PIONEER COMMANU[N was consulted re-
p capatilities and operational techniques to be employed. Before

,(. ,,i' Lt,', the PIONEER COMMANDER was committed to another
. ar, w, ,,, 'e kt(ed t. the SS AMERICAN COURIER, d sister ship.

!rip ie2ioi It,"(ved considerable attention in the process of load

iIi, iinq ird led to (onterences with ship owners and engineers of U.S. Lines.
< 'Iat . to the (apacity of the ship's boom to acconnodate the heavy lifts

:n(, (ri(jinal te,.t sideloader and frontloader were intended to move only

?-.-foot containers. The new TO&E items, weighing approximately 70 (short)
tons, will be able to handle 20 to 40-foot containers.

, eorations Research, Inc., Design of Preliminary Field Tests for the Joint
Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) Test and Evaluation Program, ORI Technical
R~eport No. 9§-3,6 January 1976.

4/ for further discussion on the causeway load and discharge operation see the
paragraphs under Loading and Unloading.
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I Ianned even thouq1h the lifts were well within the design limits of the boom.5 /

Since ship motion incr.ases the forces on the boom structure, the question was
raised whether or not the boom could withstand these forces (specifically in a
sea state three) while handling the heaviest of the test lifts. U.S. Lines
authorities had no initial qualms about their ships being capable of handling
the proposed lifts under the prescribed conditions. Nevertheless, they did make
the necessary calculations to validate their judgments that the lifts could be
safely made.

Two technical problems surfaced concerning the deployment of the 6250
crane. First, would the carrier fit in the well of the LCM8 and, second, would
the LCM8 with the carrier be seaworthy during the ship-to-shore movement. A
third problem evolved later concerning the placement of the 6250 crane upper
into an LCM8 and their safe movement ashore. All of these problems were meticu-
lously examined to minimize the possibility of personnel injury or equipment danmage.

The Joint Test Directorate tasked the study of the fit of the carrier
in the LCM8 to the J.J.Henry Co., Inc. As a result of this tasking a design for
a raml was provided and fabrication was ordered by the Joint Test Directorate.
(See Fiqure 1, the LCM8 with ramp and 6250 crane carrier.) The second problem,
seaworthiness of the LCM8 with the carrier, was partially confirmed when the
carrier was backed into the LCM8 without the specially fabricated ramp and test
runs were made on the James River. These runs resulted in no ventilation o'

the LCMF's propeller nor was the craft excessively down in the bow. However, the
LCMP did have a noticeable starboard list because the carrier was not centered
longitudinally. Also the LCM8 did ride with its main deck parallel with the
water when it normally rides with its bow quite high.

The third problem, off-loading the 6250 upper onto a trailer in an
LCM8, was less apparent at the time of the Pretest Design than it was after the
6250 crane had been disassembled. Two factors altered the Pretest Design, which
suggested leaving the upper mobile-loaded for the duration of the loading and off-
Inading phases. First, the 24th Transportation Battalion determined that it
cuild save approximately 5-7 days reassembly time if the gantry were left on and
the cables and drums were not removed. This meant that the upper section had a
weight of approximately 54 long tons. This is some nine tons more than indicated
in the Pretest Design, but still left it within a 60-long ton boom capacity.
Second, a different trailer from that suggested in the Pretest Design was used.
The upper was placed on a trailer new to the Army inventory, the M747. The
trailer weighs approximately 14 long tons and is 42 feet 11 inches long. It is
- inches longer than the hatch through which it had to go to be stowed. This
meant that the new semi-trailer had to be lowered with a pronounced tilt in order
to clear the hatch. Thus, the trailer and the crane upper had to become two

4separate lifts instead of one. In turn, this meant that the upper had to be
loaded either onto the trailer on the main deck and then the two lowered over the
side, or onto the trailer already loaded in the LCM8. Consolidating the two lifts

- The Stuelken Boom (70-long ton capacity) when originally installed was tested
to lift 140 long tons. It is tested annually pursuant to American Bureau of
Shipping Regulations to accommodate 77 long tons in a dynamic mode (i.e., with

the boom moving the load). The ship was designed to be capable of unloading
70 long tons in a seaway. The maximum lift in the present test was 60.3 longitons.

I
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It t 1 [H 6250 (PANE, CARU.R LOADED ON AN LCMB WITH WELL DECK PAPS
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on the main deck was preferred and this procedure had the concurrence of the
n;aster of the PIONEER COMMANDER. It apparently had not been discussed with
the master and first mate of the AMERICAN COURIER. This oversight resulted
in a subsequent problem discussed below.

The ship's part in the exercise began April 19 with the embarkation
ct 16 mobile-loaded trailers together with the upper and its trailer. Conmmer-
cial stevedores were used for loading in port at Pier 4, Naval Supply Center,
Norfolk, Virginia. Loading was completed April 20 and the ship set sail for
the beach off Ft. Story, Virginia, early in the morning of April 21. LOTS
personnel boarded the ship at approximately 0600. The ship was off-loaded and
set sail 2200 April 22. The crane reassembly was completed April 26.

PRETEST RATIONALE

The capability to use commercial ships to deploy LOTS system equipment
to a site where adequate fixed facilities are not available is an important
consideration for all of the Services. The equipment selected for deployment
testing posed challenging loading/unloading, handling, and movement problems
narkedly different from those of other military cargo handling and transport
equipment. Because these items were new, equipment such as the P&H 6250 crane
had never been transported by military stevedores and terminal personnel in
an operational environment. To reduce ship charter time only those beach and
lighterage items of central interest were included in the pretest.

Operations in a seaway complicate unloading and, as the severity of
sea conditions increases, the capability to off-load decreases. Because of
the weight and size of the selected LOTS equipment, boom capacity and hatch
square sizes of available breakbulk ships are marginal for handling and stowage
and necessitated check tests to verify the practicability of this deployment
rears.

Finally, a key question to be resolved was- could the LOTS equipment
t,( lightered from the ship to shore using only lighterage deployable by the
,-onventional breakbulk ship. While lighterage could be loaded using port

la(ilities and deck stowed, the question was whether the ship could unload
f e ligjhterage in a ready-to-use condition. If that could be done, then the
test would have established that a conventional breakbulk ship could be used
to embark and discharge its own heavy LOTS equipment and also provide a limited
ciDability for the handling and throughput of containers. This verification
'; equipment deployment capability would eliminate total reliance on a limited
number of specialized ships as the only means available to deploy a LOTS system
capability.

M[A')IJREMENTS MADE

A basic reason for the pretests was to find whether or not certain
difficult tasks, particularly heavy lifts, could be accomplished operationally.
Thus, measuring such factors as clearances was considered more important than
measuring times. Time required for various operations was recorded, but these
readings are considered significant chiefly as guidance for main test planning
dnd as an indicator of troop learning.

5
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Records were made of the sea state during off-loading and of the pitch
and heave motions of an empty, instrumented LCM8. The latter was intended to
simulate the motion of an LCM8 being loaded. For some of the off-loading lifts
a load-cell was used in an effort to record any extra force that might occur as
a result of ship or lighter motion.

The decision to measure the sea state, the motion, and the load was
made with two foreseen difficulties in mind:

* That the chances of encountering a substantial sea are
small at the time of year of the test. (In fact, the
predominant movement of air during the year is off-
shore for the East Coast of the U.S.)

* That there probably would be an inadequate basis for
interpreting test measurements at this time. (There
is, as yet, no known theoretical analysis that indicates
to what degree specific conditions such as pendulation,
impacts on lighters, etc., slow up or stop off-loading
operations as the sea state increases.)

It was decided before the test to accept these limitations. In fact,
the primary basis for the decision was to have a record of the sea state in the
event that the sea state might cause a judgment that it was not safe to off-load
test items into the LCM8s. It was also decided not to instrument for ship motion
since ship motion would likely be small while the expense of measuring it would
be considerable.

PRETEST REPORTING

Data were collected by military personnel during the pretest and a
detailed report has been published for the LOTS Joint Test Directorate (JTD).
The report provides general background, preparations, and a chronological
sequence of events, 5 and does not present an analysis of test results. This
QRI technical report (prepared under contract for DDR&E) analyzes the data
and pretest results. These data will be used, as appropriate, in the LOTS
main test design. It should be noted that this report was based not only on
the data published for the JTD but also on data collected by ORI observers
during the pretest. In some cases, the latter data provided greater detail
required for certain analyses and in other cases it was used to correct or
fill gaps in the JTD data base.

Appendix C of this (ORI) report contains a listing of references used; the
pretest data report is cited as Reference 3.

6



II. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

GENERAL

Loading operations were conducted pierside in fair weather conditions.
Numerous observers consisting of data collectors, Army and Navy stevedores,
photographers, Naval Supply Center (NSC) personnel, JTD members, and several
other miscellaneous groups crowded the loading area. Some observers justi-
fiably had requirements to be close to the working area, while others should
have been kept from the hatch area and observed the exercise from the ship's
bridge. Visitor control was not originally considered a major problem but
interest in the pretest was higher than had been anticipated, resulting in con-
gestion in the work areas.

At the anchorage weather conditions were, for the most part, excel-
lent. Wind conditions from time to time did cause some wave activity, but the
significant waves (i.e., the highest 1/3 measured) did not exceed 3 feet in
height at any time. During the 40-hour period the ship was at anchor, the
off-shore currents caused a shifting of the ship's position of approximately
1,000 yards. This did not endanger the ship but it did point out reasons for
some of the difficulties with the current experienced in the surf zone (dis-
cussed later).

Troop experience varied considerably between Army and Navy units.
Both observed the contract stevedores during the load-out phase and then dur-
ing the unloading phase alternated their personnel in operating the ship's
70-ton boom and handling tag lines. Although it was not intended to compare
the two units with each other, Navy personnel clearly were more familiar with
what had to be done and were more aggressive in their hatch square operations.
Near the end of the off-loading, however, Army stevedores appeared to gain con-
fidence and to operate more effectively as their experience increased. Both
units needed the training on copmmercial equipment, an understandable limitation
in view of the high charter costs and restrictive commercial stevedore contractual
requirements.

7
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Army lighterage had considerable difficulty at low tide crossing a
sandbar which slowed beach operations. Ship unloading was not affected since
considerable time was required in handling the large, outsized LOTS equipment.
Ship off-loading was delayed by the slow response of lighterage to report to
ship unloading stations between lifts. Once a lighter has cast off, another
lighter should be close by and ready to moor when signaled by the hatch foreman
or officer-in-charge of unloading. This was not always the case as lighters
sometimes had to move into position from stations approximately one-half mile
away. Initially, mooring times were slow because a mooring line was not avail-
able to assist or hold lighterage in position. This item should have been pro-
vided by stevedore crews before the first lift went over the side. Some land-
ing craft also lacked lines and fenders. As with the stevedore crews, per-
formance of the lighterage crews improved with experience.

The only Navy lighterage used in the unloading was a causeway ferry and
two warping tugs (converted LCM6's). There were no problems in the employment
of the causeway ferry and it expeditiously landed four trailer loads.

As previously mentioned, it was originally planned to use the PIONEER
COMMANDER but later she was replaced by the AMERICAN COURIER. Both ships'
masters agreed to the test loads and did not appear concerned about their ships'
capabilities. Both captains had considerable experience, especially with Victory
ships. There was no discourse with the ship's crew other than the captain of
the PIONEER COMMANDER. With the AMERICAN COURIER the ship's chief officer ("first
mate") was personally involved with all the large and outsized lifts, even when
commercial stevedores were loading the ship. Operating procedures previously
negotiated with the PIONEER COMMANDER did not receive the same concurrence from
the AMERICAN COURIER's first mate. In part, this might be attributable to the
background of the first mate who was a younger indivdual, not as experienced
or comfortable in handling the outsized test loads.- This emphasizes the need
to fully coordinate operating procedures whenever personnel/ship changes may be
involved.

LOADING

Observations

Thirty lifts were made or attempted in loading the various elements
of one 6250 crane and a 9125 crane, an LCM8, and a causeway section aboard the
ship. The ship's 70-ton boom was used for all cargo lifts and loading/unloading
dunnage, tools, and gear. The 10-ton or 15-ton booms were used to close the
hatches and assist in some of the clean-up work.

No emphasis on speed or urgency was intended in the test. Loading
was accomplished by the contract stevedores in a deliberate manner, perhaps
sometimes slowed also by the number of observers in the vicinity of the
hatches. Nevertheless, loading could have progressed more expeditiously.

1/ Based on comments made by the ship's master.
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Certainly loading of the trailers could have been expedited by the use of the
smdler booms that have a faster working speed than the 70-ton boom. Further,
hatches could have been opened at more opportune times than was accomplished.
Booms other than the one required to load the hatch could have been ised more
often to open/close hatches and load dunnage, tools, etc.

Two items were noted as damaged during loading. The first, the 6250
crane upper, received minor damage when the shoring upon which it was placed
collapsed. The damage was repaired while the crane was being assembled on the
beach. The second item known to have been lightly damaged during loading was
the 9125 crane cab. This damage occurred during the attempts to lift the
crane.

On the first attempt to hoist the crane, the cab was pointed aft of
the carrier. As the crane was lifted off the boat deck, it tilted sharply to
the riqht, slightly denting the right side of the upper from one leg of the
slin. The slings were unhooked, the LCU moved away from the ship, and the
crane was started up. The crane cab position was reversed so that the boom
base then pointed forward. On the second attempt the crane again tilted but
this time to the left. Both attempts having failed, the crane was administra-
tively introduced onto the beach by LCU.

The difficulty initially appears to be the result of a combination
cf factors. According to interviews with crane personnel, it was believed
than when the crane was first hoisted with that particular sling, several con-
ditions apparently were different from previous lifts made by P&H. When tested,
the crane had no fuel in it. When embarked, it had a nearly full load of 225
gallons of fuel in its tank which is located on the left side of the crane
upper, adding approximately 1,350 pounds to that side. Second, a small generator
was also added to the crane, also on the left side. Third, the sling used had
as an integral part a strongback shaped like an inverted "T." Such an arrange-
ment is much more sensitive to imbalance than an ordinary sling having four
parts that come together in an apex. Subsequent to the test a new sli-s was
designed. It performed adequately in a pretest of a different ship. Thus, there
is good reason to consider that the test lift would have been successful except
for the sling, and that the test on the overall was basically successful.

With the C457 type ship the heavy-lift boom services holds 3 and 4.
To do this a change-over is required. The normal procedure, no matter which
direction the boom is traveling, is rather tricky. The boom, with the hook
removed but block intact, relies on momentum and gravity to swing past a dead
center position between the kingposts. Once changed over, the hook is r -

attached and loading/unloading continues. The procedure was always accomplished
by ship's company and took between 15 and 25 minutes.

Hatch opening and closing times varied. The hatch covers are divided
into halves and there are three hatch covers for each level of the three levels
of holds 3 and 4. The covers work on rollers and are activated by a line rigged
to the ship's winches. To get both sections of a hatch cover open and permit
access to the next lower level required 3 to 4 minutes on the average. Closing
times were considerably longer, 7 to 8 minutes on the average. The rigging for
closing is somewhat more involved and the hatch covers bind from time to time.

T'1



Measurements

In addition to the observations already discussed, specific measure-
ments of hatch sizes (to establish clearances), dunnage requirements and the like
were made for the record and are shown in the da report (see Appendix C, Refer-
ence 3). Times for each lift, and for closing or opening hatches, boom change-
overs and the like were also recorded, as well as delays. An analysis u the
time data is shown in Section III of this report.

OFF-LOADING

Observations

The off-loading operation began 21 April off Green Beach, Ft. Story.
Weather conditions were excellent. The ship arrived at approximately 0540 and
anchored approximately one mile off-shore. Army and Navy stevedores boarded
shortly thereafter, followed by various observers.

Neither Army nor Navy personnel at that point had had much opportunity
to ise the booms, although some practice in closing and opening hatches was accom-
plished after in-port loading had ceased the first day. The ship's scheduled
port arrival, a weekend holiday (Easter), and union regulations virtually elim-
inated planned practice periods. In effect, these limitations helped lend some
realism to the test since in an overseas LOTS operation no practice periods
with unfamiliar gear would be possible.

The ship's chief officer was most concerned with the progress of the
exercise and frequently stepped in to assist, correct, and advise military per-
sonnel on ship off-loading procedures. Ship's company assisted in the installa-
tion of powered tag lines-/ and passing the 70-ton boom between holds. Beyond
these appropriate functions nothing else was done to interfere with the military
use of ship's equipment.

The status of personnel training and lack of practice were apparent.
Off-loading progressed slowly and cautiously. Under the first mate's watchful
supervision the first lift, an LCM8 controlled by powered tag lines, was unloaded
in approximately 2'2 hours. Once the landing craft was at the ship's rail, it
could well have been manned and then lowered over the side as is usual in
Navy amphibious operations. As it was, delays were experienced in manning the
craft. Shackles were used instead of a hook to rig the sling to the boom block.
This also caused considerable delay in off-loading the LCM8. Both delays may
be attributable to the inexperience of personnel. The craft was unloaded without
serious incident and, as the unloading of other equipment progressed (particularly
on the second day), handling and deck organization significantly improved.

A key objective of the breakbulk ship pretest was to determine whether
the large components of the 6250 crane could be unloaded in a seaway. Two critical
unloading steps were involved: the placement of the carrier inside an LCM8,

Powered tag lines consist of nothing more than employing the lines off snatch
blocks or smaller booms as a means to steady the load. The winch is powered,
blocks are rigged as necessary, and pendulation can thus be controlled. Rig-
ging does take time, however.

10
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tve well of which is normally only about an inch longer than the load; and the
placement ot the 50-long ton crane upper section on a large trailer specially
shored to seat the crane upper.

The first step, off-loading the carrier, required that ramps 'or the
port and starboard sides of the LCM8 well deck be off-loaded. These were the
second and third lifts. The first ramp went over very slowly. Lifting points
had to be relocated twice to find the proper balance. The second ramp was
loaded in about half the time and the LCM8 was ready to receive the carrier by
1100 hours.

By 1125 hours the carrier had been rigged and an initial attempt at
hoisting the carrier was made, but some rerigging was necessary. It was 1146
hours before the boom was again ready and the power tag lines were hooked up.
The carrier was rigged with its front end canted lower than the rear end in
order that the carrier would be on a plane approximately parallel to that of
the ramp. Its hoisting weight was 45 short tons. It was the fourth heaviest
item in the test. Approximately 30 minutes later the carrier had been lowered
into the LCM8. No major problems were encountered, although some non-structural
elements on the carrier were slightly damaged. The carrier was then tied down
and the landing craft proceeded toward the beach. The total time to off-load
the LCM8, ramps, and carrier with a relatively inexperienced unit was 51 hours.
While the carrier was being discharged, the sea state was relatively calm

The secona najor event was the off-loading of the 6250 crane upper
section. The trailer used, an M747, exceeded the length of the hatch opening
by five inches. As a result, the trailer had to be tilted when lowered or
lifted. Initially the plan had been that the trailer would be lifted out of
the hold and temporarily deposited on deck. Then the sling would be changed to
level the draft and the upper would be retrieved from the hold and loaded on the
trailer. Both would be lowered over the side as a single lift into an LCM8.
This procedure had to be modified because the weight of both items (apprnximately
67 long/75 short tons) on the hatch square and time required to tie dowr and block
the trailer on deck caused concern. It was then decided to first depc it the
trailer on deck, readjust the front two legs of the sling, and then lower the
trailer into the LCM8 without the crane upper section. Subsequently, the upper
would be retrieved from the hold and lowered onto the trailer in the LCM8.

The original plan to temporarily deposit the trailer on deck had the

concurrence of the master of the PIONEER COMMANDER, but it was discouraged by
the AMERICAN COURIER's chief officer. The trailer was being lowered onto the
closed hatch squares, when the chief officer decided it would be too difficult
to lower and secure. Instead, the hardest possible way to off-load the trailer
and the crane upper section was used. The trailer was lowered into the LCM8 at
approximately a 35 degree angle, without incident in a fairly calm sea state.
Since the trailer was removed from the hold with a tilt angle more than adequate
for the clearance, the sling legs could have been adjusted (shortened) so that
the trailer would have been lowered at a less severe angle.

The crane upper was also off-loaded in a fairly calm sea state. While
being brought out of the hold, it developed a considerable amount of pendula-
tion and banged into the ship severdl times. One error continuously made in
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Panually handling tag lines was that all of the lines went out of the hold to

persons stationed on deck. As a result, the lower the draft was in a hold,
the longer the tag lines and the less control there was on pendulation. In

this case, because of the criticality of the crane to a LOTS operation, powered
tao lines rigged down into the hold should have been used even though it would
have been slower. They were rigged for use while the upper was going over the
side. This resulted in smooth, controlled off-loading. The upper was lowered
to within a few inches of the desired position and with a little maneuvering
was placed exactly in position. Together the upper and the trailer required
almost two hours to off-load.

The largest and heaviest lift, the 3 X 15 causeway section, was to
have been done using a load cell for measuring dynamic effects in a seaway.
Because the slings were so long, it was decided to eliminate the load cell. This
decision later proved to be a wise one as the block with the sling attached and
the block at the boom tip were almost two-blocked at the extreme outreach of
the boom just before rotating and lowering the causeway.

During the unloading the causeway section knocked over a short con-
tainer stanchion located alongside the hold. The causeway started to drag some-
what across the hatch square and caught a container adapter fitting projecting
above the stanchion and hatch. The fitting should have been removed from the
stanchion. The impact broke the stanchion loose from its welded spot on deck.
Besides the scrape marks on the hatch square and the broken stanchion, a tag
line also bent outboard a section of the ship's skin along the gunwale.

Powered tag lines were used to steady the causeway. As the causeway
was swung over the side of the ship and at the maximum outreach of that par-
ticular lift, the lightly loaded ship acquired a maximum list of 4.5 degrees
to starboard and rolled to a maximum of 5.5 degrees. Unloading the causeway
required well over an hour.

The sling used had four legs, each approximately 40 feet long, attached
tx tne causeway about a third of the way in from each end. With shorter legs
the lift could have been accomplished easier. Normally causeway sections are
lifted with a 100-ton floating crane that doesn't have the topping up and space
liritations of a ship's boom. According to the conlanding officer of the unit
which has causeway sections, shorter sling legs would pose no problems. A
shorter sling, in turn, might well permit the stacking of causeway sections to
increase the ship's deployment capability of these items.

Measurements Taken During Off-Loading

Data on Sea State and Motion of LCM8. The following is an excerpt
from the summary of the data report on the test (Appendix C, reference 3).

... Table 1 below contains representative data on sea state
recorded during the pretest by the instrumented wave riding
buoy and platform motion instruments. This table shows wave

heights in feet from peak (PK) to trough (TR), lighter (LCM8)
roll and pitch in degrees, and lighter (LCM8) heave in feet ....

12



TABLE I

'[A SIATE DATA*

Time 0746-0756, 21 April 1976, Army LOTS, Ft. Story

- Average Upper
Average One-Third Extreme

Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough

Wave 0.58 -0.62 0.89 -1.01 1.24 -1.64

ku0 n.77 -0.72 1.17 -1.22 1.60 -2.15

Pitch (.63 -0.55 1.00 -O.P,7 1.48 -1.46

Heave 0.47 -0.45 0.74 -0.72 1.00 -1.19

Time 1152-1202, 21 April 1976, Army LOTS, Ft. Story

Average Upper
Average One-Third I Extreme

Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough

Wave 1.04 -0.91 1.83 -1.65 3.45 -2.82

ol 1.29 -1.25 1.53 -1.56 1.72 -1.81

Pitch 1.13 -0.92 1.76 -1.42 2.67 -2.12

Heave 0.67 -0.70 1.02 -1.06 1.56 -1.66

Time 1159-1209, 22 April 1976, Army LOTS, Ft. Story

Average Upper I
Average - One-Third Extreme

Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough

Wave 0.87 -0.81 i 1.46 -1.30 2.40 -1.97

Poll 3.42 -3.87 5.48 -6.17 9.03 -10.10

Pitch 1.06 -0.79 1.76 -1.38 1.74 -2.67

Heave 0.70 -0.63 1.11 -0.99 1.74 -1.77

Wave and heave data are given in feet and roll and pitch data are given

in degrees.
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, [p ,( wr , the table, the seas were nroderaite Sr largest ' ,ignifi-

S ize wa s .V., the upper third of the wav, '711e', recorded) were less
t r' feet .

ic te that t he measurerents were taken Lf , u. rs Ab.,r ,
+'-, - oat i nq spherical buoy that was tended by a Ii (1 Iv, j ft. The wda e',

,i,, . rd , then, were typi cal of those affectinq the shi p ari lig hter h(,t were
ran,1 in principle cannot ever be3 /) the same as those at the ship.

*he 'otions o' the L M with the measurin r-,ui;,r ,rt mJcard are a]sr
c"(jwr in the tatle. Here a closer control of the locatior of the measuring

' ,. it coul..J fore accurately reflect the ef~e(t ) the, )hip in ters of
l ee, world have been desirable. The instrumented L.S ha' l Gore difficulty

", soer'ed necessary in kPepinq station. At times it wa' estimated to be
a' ', as ,( feet mway from the ship. However, in (Or' i r:',tance, when toe

e w',, r "e t t(o)at -'(We a i'ser approach, the coxswair wd', ,,irned Lj i ,ar ;o
i* e, " , "o'e away sc is not to riake %aves.

hr.., (,,r,ents ,  ,n the ,ea ,tate and Iiqhte r ,.ft; wi 1 he
,r i 'r: '.e - T I ' ' ' .

Loai- ell Zata. For some of the lifts a load-measuring cell was
,.se: to ineasure the dynar'ic forces of the lift. It was locuted betweer the
t , of the heavy-lift tackle and the hook. It r'eamutei the sIrall deflecti,r'

ra heavy spring-like element in the apparatus as loads _were applied. The
,Pair-s , calibrateil in terms o the force being applied at the hook, wero re-

P, ce, Cn a strip chart. The chart was capable ot being Trr at various const "

*:eels, and ti"'e ticks were recorded on the strip. Ixcerpt,, frot" the cnart re-
o r :ing', ire shown as Fiq.re 2.

'ne reason r mad inq the load-cell measurevient, was to find whether
,ariations in the force, caused by motion of the ship and liqhter in a seaway,
,j A ,-, within the nominal capacity of the ship's gear. The record showed

i4 f- lrge.t rp,,, rded instantaneous peak forte was (. l(; tons. This is
er " el w A h ,e /G-lonq ton nominal capacit Vt the gear. It. occurrd

durInr f thp lift n the LCMH, which, according to available inc-r ation, weiqh',
I , r,; ns. urther cGirrents on interpretation of the load-cell lata w ;

1", asar-! ents. As was the case for shi' loadlr , *Ile *Ile * ,r
.4 1 i , 1 , --P it wac recorded. Additional total lires '-r loadinq d rnnaqe,
q no cheS, ,' in,; booms, etc., were noted inc uLin,, ex;lanations
II 1s. he tIres were generally recorded to the nearest minute. Analyses ot

e 1"e Idata will be. tound in Section Ill.

The reason for this is that any one "wave" is made up of 'any components,
each of which is travelling at a different speed. This r-eans that the wave
is different at different places where it might be measured. Since the
"nedsuring devi(e cannot be in the same place as the ship, it cannot measure
the same wave as the one acting on the ship.
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L FTf PA, AN[ BEACH OPERATIONS

Since this test was intended to verify capabilities to deploy equip-
ment used in LOTS operation, no other type cargo was included in the exercise.
With few exceptions no loads were lifted from landing craft at the beach. Car-
go off-loaded from the ship was either lighterage (i.e., the LCM8 and the cause-
way) or was on wheels. The wheeled cargo was either mobile-loaded (including
the 6250 crane upper, booms, and counterweights) or had its own wheels (the
carrier for the 6250). Both mobile-loaded and wheeled vehicles were rolled
off the lighters at the shoreline.

The near shore depth profile (a slope of approximately 2 percent) and
the presence of off-shore sandbars limited the "window" of working time to about
one and a half hours each side of high tide. (This is discussed in detail below.)
For a throughput operation such as the LOTS main test, limiting beach operations
to a fraction of the total working day would result in unacceptably low numbers
of containers crossing the beach. For the throughput part of the main test a
change in beach site to one with a steeper gradient, such as sites northwest
of the one used in this test, presumably would result in a larger part of the
working time being productive.

Problem Areas

Three problems had to be overcome when LCM8's were used to lighter the
heavier wheeled cargo such as the 6250 crane carrier and separately loaded crane
upper:

0 About 100 feet off shore a sandbar obstrurcted passage
of the LCM8 even at times near high tide.

* The loose soft beach sand caused wheels to sink, re-

quiring a timber "roadway" for the vehicles.

* Steep sections of the beach near the water's edge had

to be bulldozed flat before placing the timbers. This
permitted driving the cranes ashore avoiding abrupt
changes in slope.

Landbar Problem

In a wartime emergency off-shore sandbars could possibly be breached
,Y periodically clearing channels with explosives. In peacetime the use of
explosives, which would kill fish, is not acceptable from the environmental point

*of view. In any event, the possibilities for deepening approaches to the shore-
line for landing craft by blasting or dredging have not been sufficiently ex-
plored. (For example, one of the unknowns is how quickly the cleared channel
would be filled in by shifting sands.) An assessment is necessary if valid con-
clusions as to feasibility of these methods and impact on operations can be
drawn.

16



An LCM8 loaded to its designed draft draws 4 feet 6 inches; therefore,
the sandbar must have had somewhat less water over it. On one occasion after
the highest tide had passed, even an empty LCM8 had difficulty in crossing the
sandbar while retracting. An empty LCM8 has approximately 1.4 feet less draft
than one with a 60-ton load. Only one LCM8 with intermediate or light loads
successfully negotiated the sandbar without assistance. An LCU, administra-
tively introduced with the tactically disassembled 9125 crane, also was grounded
on the sandbar until assisted by a bulldozer.

The causeway ferry did not ground out on the sandbar. It was loaded
to a lesser fraction of its full capacity (4-foot maximum draft). In any event,
the causeway draws six inches less water when fully loaded than the LCM8. Note
that a causeway ferry has an inherent potential for dealing with a sandbar
reasonably close to the shore, if one or more sections at the front are left
unloaded. Each empty section, about 92 feet long, draws only one foot of water.
Such sections joined end to end thereby form a causeway for driving a mobile
load ashore when the loaded sections are aground on a sandbar.

The tide tables for 23 and 24 April show a difference between high
and low tides of 2.3 to 2.5 feet at Cape Henry. This is somewhat less than
the year-round mean difference of 2.8 feet. The tables also mention the "one-
quarter, one-tenth" rule. This says that one-tenth of the tidal rise or fall
occurs during the one-quarter of the tidal cycle time closest to high or low
water. For the problem at hand, this means that the time from high tide until
the tide has receded 10 percent is one-quarter of the 6 hour cycle or just
over 11 hours. If the work "window" is arbitrarily defined as the time the tide
is between 90 and 100 percent high, this window is about three hours long and
occurs every 12 hours. (See Figure 3.) For Cape Henry on the test dates the
window would be with tides between about 2.2 and 2.4 feet above mean low water.
The window for the heaviest, most critical loads may well have been shorter-
perhaps as short as 3/4 of an hour.

In assessing the boat operation of crossing the sandbar, it was diffi-
cult to judge whether the LCM8s would have fared better if the operators had
been more proficient. It was clear from the maneuvering close to the ship that
more practice in a seaway was indicated.

The survey used by the planners of the beach operation had been made
two weeks before. It is reproduced as Figure 4. It does not show pronounced
deeper-water areas inshore from the sandbar. Such areas were there and made
bulldozer operations difficult. One bulldozer "drowned-out" in attempting to
assist an LCM8 grounded at approximately the middle of the surveyed area.!/

4/ It has been noted that the Army tractors operating in the beach area were
not equipped with fording gear. These vehicles are often called upon to
assist landing craft and sometimes other vehicles through the surf but they
cannot operate in water deep enough to accomplish such tasks if an occasional
small wave is able to drown them out. This type of activity in the surf had
apparently not been envisioned previously so fording equipment was not pro-
vided as part of the TO&E. Navy and Marine Crops dozers are equipped with
fording gear specifically for this purpose.
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These holes were estimated to be five feet deep. Changes to the near-shore
beach bottom typically occur from winter to summer and as a result of storms.
How much change occurred during the two weeks between the survey and the test
is not known, but it seems clear that the sandbar was more pronounced than
the survey indicated.

Two conclusions seem warranted on the basis of the test. One is
that, in addition to the planning survey about two weeks before, a second
survey should be conducted immediately before beginning over-the-beach opera-
tions. Any channels or favorable beach approaches should be clearly marked.
The second conclusion is that other beaches at Ft. Story more suitable for
landing craft should be surveyed for selection. In particular, areas toward
the bay side of Cape Henry appear from nautical charts to have steeper near-
shore gradients.

Effect of Sand on Beach Operations

The two problems with sand mentioned above- the loose texture and the
abrupt changes in slope- had been foreseen and were resolved with straightfor-
ward solutions. "Mud shoes," railroad ties and rails assembled together in
sections, were used to prevent vehicles from sinking. These were positioned
using rough-terrain forklifts. To provide smooth changes in slopes, bulldozers
leveled the sand before placement of these track sections. Wave action con-
tinuously erodes sand ramps. Therefore, the forklift trucks had to quickly
place the cross-tie assemblies onto the smoothed sand roadway. If the surf
had been heavier, this problem could have been more severe.

CRANE DISASSEMBLY AND FIELD REASSEMBLY

300-Ton Crane Disassembly

The Army's P&H 6250 model crane was disassembled into pieces light and
small enough to be transported by LCM8. This is commonly known as an administra-
tive configuration because it is similar to the manner in which the crane was
shipped by the anufacturer. Using a crew which had never attempted a disas-
sembly before,2/ 274 man-hours were required to reconfigure the 300-ton crane
into its administratively disassembled form. Besides disassembly the crew at
the same time mobile-loaded components on trailers. This total time could be
equated to approximately 3 to 4 8-hour days for a 10-man crew under non-con-
tingency conditions. The figure is tempered by the fact that it represents the
summation of productive time increments and excludes administrative delay times.
In reality, disassembly was accomplished over a nine-day period. On the other
hand, observers and participants in the exercise did believe that the disas-
sembly could be completed with fewer man-hours once the crew had been trained
and had all its proper tools and manuals on hand. The order and approximate
times (in hours) for the disassembly of the crane and loading of trailers are
contained in Table 2.

- A factory representative was available in an ddvisory/instructor capacity.
Many of the crew had participated, however, in the crane's assembly when
it arrived from the factory.
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TABLE 2

300-TON CRANE DISASSEMBLY AND MOBILE-LOADING TIMES*

Approximate Time

Major Component (In Hours)

Boom sections 8.50

Counterweights 2.50

Mast 2.33

Operation module, framework, carrier bolts 6.50

Upper 2.25

Outriggers (unitized removal) 2.50

Other mobile loading requirements 7.50

TOTAL 32.08

* Reference 3 listed in Appendix C provides detailed informa-
tion on each event. The figures represent the summations of
productive time increments and exclude administrative delay
times.
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140-Tion Crane Disassembly

The Army's P&H 9125 model crane (140-ton lifting capacity) was disas-
sembled to its tactical configuration. That is, its disassembly consisted of
removal of its two counterweights, outriggers, and all boom sections except

its boom base. In this mode the crane does not need the assistance of another

crane to be disassembled (or reassembled) and it can be lightered in an LCM8.

The disassembly took place over a four-day period and, like the 300-ton crane,

its reassembly was partially constrained by the lack of appropriate tools and

technical manuals. The disassembled components of the 140-ton crane required

eight trailers. The crane's disassembly required about 92 man-hours. The time

for disassembly by major components is contained in Table 3.

TABLE 3

140-TON CRANE DISASSEMBLY AND MOBILE-LOADING TIMES*

Approximate Time

Major Component (In Hours)

Boom sections 4.67

Counterweights 3.83

Outriggers. lower gantry .50

Other mobile-loading requirements
(i.e., lashing) 3.75

TOTAL 12.75

Reference 3 listed in Appendix C provides detailed infor-

mation on each event.

Reassembly Preparations

To accomplish the reassembly of the Army's P&H 6250 model crane on
the beach, an Army P&H 9125 model crane was required. Therefore, the 9125
had to be reassembled first. Both cranes had to be on the timber mats or
"mud shoes" to prevent their bogging down in the soft sand. As discussed under
loading operations, the 9125 arrived "administratively" on an LCU. Boom sections
and counterweights for both cranes had been loaded on the ship on separate
trailers. Both cranes had to wait for their components to be landed before
reassembly could begin. Ship unloading began April 21 and the assembly of the
140-ton crane began about 1400 on April 22. The crew responsible for reassembly
worked 12-hour days once reassembly operations began.
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1.0- on Crane Reassembly

To assemble the 9125 a rough terrain forklift was used to align boom
sections and a tractor and dozer were used to position trailer-loaded components
near the crane. No major delays were encountered in the reassembly operation,
completed at 1623 on April 23. Nine military personnel composed the crew.

The reassembly required a total of 13 hours and included the installation
of the outrigger floats, counterweights, 50 feet of boom sections and the boom tip,
and the reeving of the lifting blocks. A total of 118 man-hours was required.

300-Ton Crane Reassembly

Reassembly of the 300-ton crane commenced at 0815 on April 24. Equipment
used consisted of the 140-ton crane, a rough terrain forklift, a tractor, a
bulldozer, and, of course, the timber mats. Three delays were experienced in
the operation: two torque wrenches were broken (considered an inconvenience and
minor delay); a hydraulic fluid leak had to be located and repaired (4 hour de-
lay); and rain and wind conditions halted operations (15 minute delay).

The reassembly required a total of 20 hours and 10 minutes (calculated
as a summation of productive tine increments) and was completed on the beach at
Ft. Story at 1530 on April 26. A total of 181 man-hours were required. The
operations included reassembly of the outriggers, counterweights, mast, two
30-foot boom sections, the boom base and tip, and the operator's module.

Crane Damage

Some damage was sustained by the 6250 booms, apparently during unloading
from the ship. The damage was judged to be important enough to prevent near-
limit loads from being lifted by the crane but would not have prevented con-
tainers from being handled at reaches somewhat short of the maximum. It was
estimated that in a military emergency the crane would have been used without
making repairs. The damage consisted of dents in the tubular struts in seven
places and some bending of struts. The worst dent was about 3/8 of an inch
deep. The worst bend was a deflection from straightness of about inch in
eiqht feet.
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IIl. ANALYSIS

GENERAL

It should be reemphasized that the equipment selected for pretest
loading posed particularly difficult and unique problems for loading and,
especially, off-loading. The pretest approach, to conserve funds and other
test resources, was directed toward the most difficult potential problems in
deployment rather than considering more typical loads, such as dozers, trucks,
pallets, etc. In effect, this approach gave the hardest of problems to per-
sonnel whose previous experience with handling the LOTS equipment was limited.
When the brief pretest was over, the test participants were just beginning to
approach thei- normal operating pace in the opinion of experienced observers.

The approaches to solving loading and off-loading problems were
essentially sound. Those areas of particular difficulty and unique to LOTS
deployment had been thought through and, to the extent feasible, check tested
before the actual pretest. Test participants initially reflected some train-
ing deficiencies but, in light of major test objectives, the pretest was suc-
cessful.

The training deficiencies alluded to did not seriously interfere with
the accomplishment of the pretest. In the main test where timing and execution
will be paramount, such deficiencies as landing craft lacking essential equip-
ment or careless handling of equipmentwould detract and overall proficiency
must be improved. In this regard both Services showed the need for improvement.
:t should also be noted that enlisted personnel performed their duties cheer-
iAly and willingly over prolonged periods of time.

In the instance when there was a failure to load the 140-ton crane
the value for a pretest was proven. In the sense that a basic purpose of the
test was to establish or to disavow certain borderline capabilities, the fail-
ire shows that the selected lifts did, in fact, pose substantial problems.
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hoe tes and detailed rehearsals are essential for as many aspects of an
iPrprtart test as possible, but there is no substitution for a test that ex-
periences the actual conditions in which a system is expected to operate.

E'X IPMENT ANALYSIS

Crane 'Lisa sserbl_ and Field ReassembJy

in view of the failure to load the Army's P&H 9125 model crane, steps
have subsequently been taken to correct the cause of failure. A new lift sling
was designed and tested on a later LASH ship pretest but, in addition, the 9125
was also test loaded during the heavy-lift breakbulk ship pretest in a config-
uration suitable for deployment by a conventional breakbulk ship. Thus, the
14C-ton crane derloyment objective has now been completed.

In conercial use the upper section of the Army's P&H 6250 model crane
is rarely removed once the purchased crane has been delivered to the uspr. A,
a routine procedure such separation does not appear to be advisable, particularly
because of the wear and potential damage to the mounting ring. Nevertheless,
the capability to administratively disassemble the 300-ton crane has been demon-
strated and thiL capability should be recognized as a potential means for broaden-
ing the deployment capabilities of the Army's terminal service company (container,.

The reassembly of the cranes in the field presented no major problems.
The soft sand made the task more difficult than if done on a hardstand but did
not hinder the work unduly. The reassembly was accomplished in a beach environ-
went using only personnel, tools, and equipment organic to the unit. All crane
components, less the tactically disassembled 140-ton crane itself, and the tools
to make the cranes operational were discharged from the ship as part of the exer-
cise in the same manner they would have been in a contingency operation. The
new sling for the Army's 9125 crane now makes it possible for all terminal service
company (container) cranes to be embarked aboard a breakbulk ship having a 60-long
ton (or greater) capacity boom and lightered to shore in LCM8s.

In terms of deployment capabilities the ocean-going bre?,bulk ship assets
ccnstit jte approximately 63 percent of the U.S. dry cargo fleet.- Prior to the
prete',t only 2.c percent of the merchant dry cargo fleet was considered capable
of deploying the container company. These ships consisted of five heavy-lift
ships, ' a roll-on/roll-off vessel, and three SEABEES. This pretest has demon-
strated that approximately 45 percent of the dry cargo fleet 3/ can be used for
deployment of LnTS system elements...provided that the 300-ton crane is admini-
stratively disassembled and the 140-ton crane is reduced to its tactically disas-
sembled configuration.

See Reference 2 listed in Appendix C.

- Three of these ships have 150- or 160-long ton boom capacity but limited
stowage capabilities and, therefore, are limited in their deployment potential.

3/ Includes the ships cited above plus all breakbulk and partial containerships
with boom capacities of 60 long tons or greater. The advance results of the
LASH Pretest do indicate 4 to1 ships also could be added to the lst,
changing the percentage from 45 to 51. The LASH results are the subject of
of a separate report.
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Planninq factors relating to LOTS system deployment and earliest
establishment in a bare beach environment must take into consideration the
sequence and timing for ship off-loading and crane reassembly, since the
latter is a time-consuming operation. The 140-ton crane and its components
must be amonq the first items unloaded so that the crane's reassembly may
or1rence as early as possible. While it is being reassembled (approximately
I; hours), the 300-ton crane and its components can be off-loaded so that its
reassembly (approximatply 20 hours) can begin when the 140-ton crane is opera-
tional.

Concurrent with crane reassembly, site preparations can be underway
s.Lr as soil stabilization, a suitable platform for the beach crane, the

,reparation of a marshalling site, and continuation of ship-to-shore operations).
Based upon the conventional breakbulk ship pretest and crane reassembly opera-
tionr (one crew working 12 hours per day), it is estimated that container
throughput operations could begin as early as three days after the breakbulk
s~iL commenced unloading. This estimate does not include delays due to weather
Lcrhitions and assumes that all resources and equipment needed for beach prep-
aratiors are available during the three-day period of crane reassembly.4/

Although the exercise involved a considerable amount of learning
experience, this consideration must be offset by the fact that the infrequency
' crane disassembly and the frequency of Service personnel rotations make it
-igny unlikely that a fully trained crane crew for this type of reassembly
will be available at any given time. Thus, the exercise times noted above may
well be operationally realistic. Obviously, the data gained from only one
exercise has only limited reliability, but the above derived estimates are
considered adequate guides for potential future operations of this nature.
'he circumstances behind this test, however, should also be considered. Speci-
'ically, a test date had been established and activities were planned well
ahead of time; a manufacturer's representative was available prior to the
test to assist in the planning and training; and there was more than ample time
tc prepare for the load-out. Further, there were no other movement requirements
oi,- 'he terminal battalion competing for trailers. It might be possible
that in a contingency some boom sections or counterweights would not have been
-(,bile-luaded. In such an instance loading, handling, and reassembly would
nave been considerably more difficult and reassembly a good deal slower.

Having learned the lessons aiscussed above, standard operating pro-
,edures should be published by the operating units, commands, and agencies con-
cerned regarding deployment. These SOPs should contain provisions for equip-
ment disassembly/reassembly procedures, requirements for movement to port-of-
embarkation, scheduling, ship loading requirements, and such other resources
and priorities as may be necessary. Training and drills will especially
be required since there is very little flexibility possible in the preparation,

4/ Beach preparation and subsequent maintenance is a continuing activity, but
preparations sufficient to allow for receipt of containers should be timed
to coincide with crane reassembly. Beach preparations will be contingent
upon the conditicn of the site upon arrival, resources flown in ahead of
time, and the initiation time of beach site preparations. These are generally
intangible factors and beyond the scope of this report.
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loading/urloading, and return to operating status of container handling equip-
mert This is true particularly for cranes but also applies to some degree to
othe items such as tle frcntloaders, sideloaders, lighterage, and the LACV-30.

LACV-30 and Frontloader

Since the LACV-30 and the frontloader were not available for this
pretest the capabilities/limitations for deployment of these items still re-
mains unverified. If not pretested earlier, both of these items should be
loaded and unlcaded from a ship (or ships) during the main test to verify the
unit's capability to deploy them. If a heavy-lift breakbulk ship is used in
lieu of a conventional one, both vehicles should be configured and loaded as
if they were being embarked on a breakbulk ship with a 60-long ton boom.

6250 Crane Carrier-LCM8 Ramp

Because of the restricted internal clearance in the LCM8, a well deck
ranp is a prerequisite for deployment in any situation that requires an LCM8
to lighter the crane carrier. The ramp was developed as a result of preliminary
deployment check tests and subsequently was constructed under the auspices of
the JTD. While the carrier can be driven into the LCM8 without the ramp and the
cra't could be used for lighterage under fair weather conditions, lowering the
carrier irto the LCM8 with a ship's boom might seriously damage either the
carrier or the LCM8. Fore and aft clearances in the well are so small (approxi-
mately an inch) that in sea state three conditions, unloading very likely w Il
be impossible. A set of such ramps should be made part of the TO&E of the
terminal service company (container).

Conventional Breakbulk Ship

Altnough the C457 type breakbulk ship is somewhat more capable than
the majority of conventional breakbulk ships (those having 60-long ton booms),
it adequately served pretest purposes. The fact that two holds could be used
for the heavy lifts instead of one also helped expand the scope of the pretest.
The additional boom capacity (70 long tons versus 60), merely provided an extra
safety margin. As previously noted only one of the lifts equalled or exceeded
60 long tons, namely the 3 X 15 causeway, which would have exceeded a 60-ton
boom capacity by 0.3 of a ton. Under wartime emergency conditions this over-
load probably would have been acceptable since booms normally are tested to a
10 percent overload.

One noticeable disadvantage of this ship is its narrow hatch squares.
With the wider hatch squares of other conventional ships it is unlikely that
boom sections would have been damaged as much. In this pretest the Army's
300-ton crane capabilities were reduced because of damage, primarily as a re-
sult of pendulation and banging against hatch coamings. However, narrow hatches
in no way eliminate this conventional breakbulk ship as a LOTS system. deployment
vessel. Much of the damage could have been avoided had better use been made of
taglines, properly rigged and controlled, in handling the heavy lifts.
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ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC MEASUREMFNTS MADE

Load Cell Data

MAQnitude of Fcrce. As mentioned in Section II, the load cell measure-
ment provided assurance that the forces on the lift gear were within the capa-
city of the 70-ton boom on the ship tested. Using that data the analysis is
concerned with whether or not the loads could be handled by ships with 60-long
ton booms. The question is especially important because 85 percent of the
breakbulk ships of the merchant fleet (about 162 ships) have 60-ton or heavier
booms. From a LOTS operational view point, to be able to deploy and off-load
a 6250 crane, an LCM8, and a 3 X 15 causeway on vessels with 60-ton booms is an
important capability. (Note, that in deployment planning the quantities of
equipment any one ship could embark depends upon the specific ship design in-
volved. The designs vary widely with respect to space suitable for these items
of equipment.)

In analyzing load cell data for maximum force readings the highest
spike recorded was during the off-loading of the LCM8. After deducting tare
weight, the peak force was 66 loitq tons, I0 percent over an assumed static
weight of 61 long tons for this LCM8. The difference of five tons is seen as the
result of dynamic for s. There is no way of separating the possible components
of the measured force- to pinpoint the causes of this transient peak. However,
it seems safe to assume that at least a large part is associated with the motion
of the ship in the seaway.

If it is assumed that the weight could be reduced to 60 long tons by
,cutting down, the amount of fuel, the question is: can a .6O-ton boom lift inan open sea environment (no worse than was encountered in the test) a 60-ton

load considering that some load cell readings would be 10 percent above the actual
dead weight? It was clear that the master of the AMERICAN COURIER was willing
to handle any load that came within the capacity of his gear, even in an off-
shcre environment. He assumed, in effect, that the design of the gear included
some allowance for the effects of a seaway. Thus, without benefit of the load
cell measurement he presumably would have been willing to lift a 60-ton load
with a heavy-lift boom having a nominal capacity of 60 tons.

Based upon available information the pretest peak force measurement
does not appear to invalidate the above interpretation. Periodic static tests
of ship's gear apply 110 percent of the rated capacity. Also, the design of
the ship's gear is based upon predicted failure not below 500 percent of the
design load (i.e., a factor of safety of 5 to 1). This factor of safety is in-
tended to take 1ito account variations in force such as the load cell in fact
measured. It also includes allowances for various impact forces and jerks,
normal wear and tear, and reasonable deterioration (none of which are quanti-
tatively specified). Had the record been made in a higher sea state with con-
siderably higher fluctuations, the recorded results probably would have endorsed
the master's judgment not to make the lift.

The components include: forces associated with normal acceleration of the
load; tagline forces; accelerations caused by impacts of the load; jerks
caused by line slack being taken up; forces induced by roll, heave, and pitch
of the ship; buoyant forces (discussed later); and possibly others.
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LIFTING GEAR
LOAD CELL

LOCATION OF STILL WATER
SURFACE, AND WATERLINE
OF UNLOADED LANDING CRAFT

WAVE CREST

(a) LCM-8 Supported by buoyancy on crest of
shallow wave. Lift gear nearly slack.

-7 -

(b LCM-8 In trough of wave. Lift gear supports
nearly whole weight

FIGUPE 6. SKETCHES EXPLAINING POSSIBLE CAUSE OF WIDE FLUCTUATIONS
IN LOAD CELL READINGS DURING FINAL PHASES OF

LIFTING LCM8 OFF SHIP
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"+ wave rlmed on and the craft is now in a trough. As the craft started
dow into the trough, the heavy-lift gear began to support it. In the lower
4etch, nearly the whole weight of the craft is on the lift gear. The load
cell at this point of the cycle shows peak readings noted above.

The above interpretation of the load cell data is supported by records

-uction of the instrumented LCM8. During the nearest corresponding period of
time, vertical oscillations of the instrumented LCM8 averaged 1.4 feet. This
corresponds to a calculated "average" draft of an LCM8 in still water of 1.6

feet, obtained by dividing its displacement by the estimated waterplane area.

;,rajses of Time Data

Subdivisions of Recorded Shipboard Time. The time data for loading
and inloading was analyzed initially by dividing the recorded times into four
ateQories as follows:

Lift Working Time. Defined as time durig which lifts
were being prepared, made, or tied down.- Almost two-
thirds of the total recorded time was in this category.

* Ship Workin5 Time. Time required for opening and closing
hatches, relocating the heavy-lift boom from one hold to
the other, and the like.

* linavoidable Delays. Arbitrarily considered to iclude
lunch breaks and replacement of failed dunnage.-

* Avoidable Delays. Defined as delays that, given proper
rorethought, need not have occurred. Note that simple
mistakes made by stevedores or others were considered
part of the normal course of an operation and were gene-
rally included as part of lift working time.

By separating the time into these categories certain times might have
teen distributed another way. For example, there were recurrent circumstances
where judgment was necessary to interpret the data. In one instance when
lifts overlapped some of the stevedores were able to start preparing for the
next lift. In the analysis these overlaps were arbitrarily allocated to one
lift or the other or occasionally split between them. (Using a continuous-log
analysis of the data ensured that the sum of Jhe times for the four categories
would be equal to the available elapned time./) A second example is incomplete

/ When the tie-down procedure kept the stevedores from working on the next
lift, the tie-down was included in the Lift Working category and was counted
as part of the time for the particular numbered lift.

On one occasion when the ship's crew relocated the heavy-lift boom during

a lunch break, the unavoidable delay was correspondingly reduced for
analysis purposes.

Th- continuous-log used is shown in Appendix B. Allocations to specific
lifts shown there can be compared with the raw data in the data reportcited as
Reference 3 in Appendix C.
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-e(-,,'rd between lifts. Back-up data usually cleared up what had happened.
Lnrecorded periods of one to five minutes between lifts had to be arbritrarily
assigned to one lift or the other. Usually the next lift was selected on the
assumption that some or most of this brief unlabelled time was used by the
stevedores simply in moving to the next load.

The total elapsed time for both loading and off-loading phases dur-
ing which records were kept (the working hours over the four days) was 2,667
mintes, or approximately 44 hours. The division of time into the four cate-
gories is shown graphically as Figure 7 and is tabulated in more detail in
Table 4. Note that in the table most of the avoidable delays occurred on the
second day of loading. This was the result of (a) thj faulty sling design for
the ? H 9125 crane, and (b) an administrative Problem involving an LCM8 crew
not beinq ready to board the craft. The unavoidable delay total of 3 hours
included lunch breaks during each of the four days.

Aralyses of Times for Lifts. The time under the category "Lift Work-
inq Tire' was subdividec: Into the times for each of the various lifts. Table
5 shows the basic data on the individual lifts, including measurement tons and
lone tons 'or each, and the time it took to move each lift onto and off the

Five of the lifts made and shown in the list were out-of-the-ordinary:
loads I and 2, the LCMF and the 6250 crane carrier; load 6, the causeway; and
loads 14a and 14b, the 6250 crane upper and M747 trailer for the crane upper.
'he average time for loading these five lifts aboard the ship was 42 minutes.
'he average time for the remaining 24 lifts was 15.3 minutes. The latter com-
pare w1ih the 15 minute planninq factor for heavy lifts found in Army ield
Manual 55-171U/. On this basis the 24 lifts, mostly mobile-loaded trailers,
may be considered with some confidence as being conducted at a typical or
standard pace.

Ship off-loading cycles took almost twice as long per success'u lift
as the loading cycles. Among the more important reasons noted were: unloading
i'r an open seaway requires more tagline rigging, the motion of the load requires
ure care and slower lifts, and unloading was done by Service crews less experi-
enced than the contract stevedores who had done the loading.

Test results were plotted in a number of ways in an effort to determine
relationships among the variables. Three trends were found and are shown as
Figures 8, 9, and 10. The figures relate off-loading time (the variable most
important to LOTS test planning) for each lift: to loading time, to long tons
per lift, and to measurement tons per lift. Other plots showed no clear relation-
ships, as for example ones between loading time and lift size measured in long
tons or in measurement tons.

The first of the three plots, Figure 8, shows a rough relationship be-
tween unloading time (vertical scale) and loading time (horizontal scale).

10/ S. Army, Terminal Operations Specialist Handbook, Field Manual 55-17,

-November an5.
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Times for Lifts

Delays

FIGtUPE 7. DIVISION OF RECORDED SHIP-TEST TIME INTO CATEGORIES

TABLE 4

BREAKDOWN OF RECORDED WORKING TIME DURING SHIP USE IN PRETEST
(Time shown in minutes)

atp(jry Working Unavoidable Avoidable
Jay Lifts Ship Delay Delay Totals

1 349 143 73 25 590
Loddi ng

2 228 112 30 280 650

Subtotal 577 255 103 305 1240

m=20.7Hrs)
3 531 68 53 47 699

Unloading -
4 582 53 53 40 728

~1427
Subtotal 1113 121 106 87 (=23.8 Hrs)

Overall 1690 376 209 392 2667
Totals (63.4%) (14.1%) (7.8%) (14.7%) (=44.5 Hrs)
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The ai eraLe unloading cycle was 40 minutes and for loading cycles it was 20
vinutes.ii/ Thus, it might be expected that a straight line through the zeros
of the scales with a 2 to I slope would fit the data. As can be seen in
Figure S, there is a substantial scatter in the plotted points and using a
least-squares fit line through the data, the slope is much less than 2 to 1.
The line does not go through the origin. The relationshi ?2between off-
Inalinq time and the loading time is not a clear cut one. -

The second plot, Figure 9, shows the relationship between unloading
time and the long tons for each lift. The scatter in this instance is less
than that for the first plot and at least roughlyk3/ indicates that the heavier
the lift the longer it takes to unload.

The third plot, Figure 10, shows quantitatively the intuitively expected
result, that the larger the lift the longer it takes to unload. The figure shows
the relationship between unloading times and measurement tons. Here the corre-
lation is good and the graph shows less scatter than the previous charts 4/
'he (iraph can be translated into the following rule of thumb: for every 100
measurement tons of a lift allow about 45 minutes for unloading. These results
are applicable to individual lifts only and are not readily applicable as general
military planning factors because the test ship was not fully loaded with typical
LOTS cargo. The test load consisted of selected items many of which had, in fact,
been chosen because they were especially difficult to handle.

FL'TURE DATA AND DATA ANALYSES

The basic purpose of the series of protests was to assess capabilities
for future tests and future emergency operations. The analyses already discussed
cover applications of test data as originally planned except for sea state and
platform motion. As anticipated,these data require a long term collection
effort. This section discusses intended future use of the data collected in the
pretest and suggest additional collection efforts in future tests.

-al~sis of Data on Waves and Motions of Lighters

As noted in Section I of this report it was foreseen during planning of
the pretest that there would be difficulties with direct use of wave and lighter
motion data. This was because (a) the pretest had to be conducted in whatever

_1/ The loading and unloading operations each took two days. Surprisingly,
the elapsed lift-working time for the unloading phase was twice as long
as the loading phase. The loading in-port had shorter working days, more
time spent working the ship, and substantially more time in the avoidable
delay category.

12/ Statistically, for this plot the correlation coefficient, r2, has a value

of 0.32. Perfect correlation, Where all the points fall exactly on a
straight line, would yield an r value of 1.00. No correlation, that is,
the points falling in no pattern at all, the r2 value is 0.

13/ Correlation coefficient = 0.66.

I4 Correlation coefficient = 0.72.
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Jd ,ate might occur, and (b) there was as yet no practical and theoretical
.is for precisely stating at what point sea roughness dictates cessation of

,,,erations, or to what degree operations are degraded as sea roughness increases.

,owever, there is a reasonable capability for prediction of ship or lighter
-f-i:-ns in a qiven spectrum of wave energies. What is lacking Is organized
k,,c!edqe of how, in a practical way, these motions hinder the unloading process.

The sea state that occurred in the pretest was rough enough to help

,evelopinq the needed theoretical-practical framework. The next few para-

,;rapns outline the potential contributions of the present test results toward
• ,Pasir4 our inderstandinq of sea state effects on unloading. A good start

r, alreadly been made in this area (see the theoretical analyses of the 1972

test data, Peferences 4 and 5 listed in Appendix C).

'he present test results can be considered as one documented point

, e ies cO *jture test points to determine when a sea state beqins to seriously
,. Y,* or actually prevent off-loading operations. The fact that specific

,',, " as were safely off-loaded from the conventional breakbulk ship into
.... cnralt in a measured sea state (ranging from I to 3% feet and with

r'' range of periods) constitutes an initial multi-dimensional data point.

.'. ve characteristics other dimensions included the sizes and weights of
a, ighter characteristics and factors such as hook speed.

S-r ar example of the way such an analysis might proceed, consider the
,f Largo weight and size dS it affects off-loading in a seaway. As

,.wn dt ',orMandy, small loads can be transferred from breakbulk ships to small
• e even in substantial seas. Presumably larger and heavier lifts can be

,n' udded into larger landing craft in lesser seas. At what point the operation
- st be halted, and for what type, size, and weight of load, is now a judgmental
,ecision. To quantify the results of tests for future planning purposes an under-
standing is needed of how the seaway affects the operation. The mechanisms may

' cac pendulation with consequent impacts against the ship or lighter; impacts
11'-e ' hter against the ship; the parting of lines caused by ship or lighter

,]at ion, or combinations of these and other factors. All of them, and in
'at* rcre, are considered by the experienced man in charge of the unloading
, . What is needed is a quantification of these practical and theoretical

Pects that together determine the impact of the sea state on the operation.

",ome future tests may occur in periods of calmer seas and would not

to" !,, ,,r current knowledge. However, one or more future test events can be
o,;ected tc occur in rougher seas. Then the capability to load specific cargos
r, these c.eas will be established, or the reason the operation was slowed or had

be stopped will be demonstrated and documented.

-here is some risk that, when a fuller understanding of the mechanisms
incised has becoie clear, the documentation or the test procedures used for
the present test will in fact prove deficient to some degree. Efforts were made
to collect appropriate data in the light of present knowledge and to preserve it.
[*ar'Iples of potential procedural difficulties have already been discussed earlier
in the report. For example, the fact that the instrumented LCM8 was not adjacent
to the ones being loaded may cause some analysis problems. Also a spectrum of
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.,te energies (basically a statistical distribution of the frequency of wave
"e',;hts at different wave lengths during a given elapsed time) will be required
ir order to predict lighter and ship motions. These data are obtainable from the
,e records 'ade of sea state during the test, but were not available in time

S* ris report.

e',ts to how Effects ct Thip's Lee

-he analysis of the pretest experience indicates that one kind of data
-11 e collected in a f.iture test. It is the effect of the ship's lee upon

) tte , i( ticr. Te 1,,' tT',JeTfteJ lighter could be placed in various locations
. -e to he Ih; drd relative to the wind and wave direction. Hopefully

.c' a series c test runs would provide the beginning of a quantitative evalu-
a:, r where i ., best to position a lighter for ship unloading operations.
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"I (11i A1'Df P COMMF14iA'

"-e 'ac cectives c* the pretest wereP ittained.I/
:r~.t(;ular, the Armry's 300-ton cr-ane was success-

'~ylanded! and reassem'bled for, use. This conclu-
Sian is tempered only by the fact that off-loading
m-pvrca* ors wer-e conducted in a relatively calm sea.

-he relati (cly narrow hatch openings of the 141-- type
breakbul ship did not restrict loading but did re-
; i re more ( a tefu I +agIi ne handlIi ng than was ev idenced
in hi pr-etest.

Pr- f' sec t i r , for- the 300- ton crane suf fered damage
t'? rl ,per-atien. The damage was such that lifts

'd -d)-i ur rated capacities Of the crane would have
(-(r iuns+ I onabl e.

eesin stevedoring and seamanship indicated
v0, 1 ov rcrre training in an open-sea environment,

v J.1rly fcr- Amry personnel.

f- ." -,hor-e sandbars and the gentle beach gradient
al o,en Eeach ;posed miore severe difficulties than
hda Leer anticipated and caused extensive delays i .n

*'e ir !nq ff equipment.

he 4-u ya wi nathlf tC deploy its 140-ton crane in a tactical configuration

a' fdIt., sling design. In a later pretest, however, a redesigned

i' r)f her~aorobjectives of the breakbulk ship pretest may be considered
t( avenowbee fu lymet.
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ia ( )eration the Army dozers will need to work
i he ,urf to assist landinq craft, to> prepare approa( hp,
anl to support salvage operation,,.

Reach preparations for the landing and assembly of
the 140-ton dnd 300-ton capacity cranes on the beach
were highly successful.

'he specidly designed ramps made feasible the loading
of the carrier of the 300-ton capacity crane and move-
!"ent ashcir . in an LCMP.

* he reass-, bIy of the Arny's 140-ton capacity crane
r(i a Iactically disassembled confiquraticr, in a beach

e, irr'nment can be accomplished within about one day
wit a nine-man crew.

* "he reassembL y of the Army 5300-ton crane from an ad-
"inistratively disassembled configuration is feasible
ir i teach environment and can be accomplished withi,
abcut two ,.ays with a nine-man crew assisted by a 140-
ton crane.

* The data on sea state and on motion of an instrumented
L -TM here recorded satisfactorilv and permi tted .ocumentnti
J'f-ioading capabilities for the particular sea state encoun'ere.

1 . The load cell measuring the lift forces showed naxinurr

lorces on the order of 10 percent above the static load.
This variability is interpreted as being caused by the
sea state. While the load cell data showed forces larger
than the nominal 60-ton boom capacity on the majority of
breakbulk ships, this nominal capacity includes sufficien"
allowance for overloads at least in a seaway no worse t,
that encountered in the test.

*' Lncontrolled observers constituted a hazard to themselves
and operating personnel both ashore and on the ship.

Training opportunities should be sought for boat handlers
and cargo handlers in an open sea environment before the
main test in 1977.

2 . A reans "or providing better protection of crane boom
sections shou)d be developed. Boom repair capabilities
and requirements for the unit should be studied.

Beach operations:

a. Consideration shouId be given to relocation of
the main test beach site to an area with more
favorable approaches and gradients.
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t. , planning survey of the near-shore bottom should
be conducted about two weeks before a test. Another

jvev ',hould be made within 24 hours of the test.

." , operations the Army should consider
;',c,, in,; ini equippinq dozers with frdin I

, , eTn the beach and in 'he sre zone.

The special LCMR-crane carrier ramps should be included
alonq with the 300-ton crane in the unit table of equip-
me n t

in future tests data on sea state and lighter motions
should be collected to build a data bank that establishes
the effe(ts of sea states on off-loading operations in a
seaway.

In future tests using a separate landing craft instrumented
to record platform motion:

a. The instrumented LCM8 should be positioned so that its
motion is more nearly representive of the lighter being
loaded, and

series of trial measurements should be made to explore
the attenuation of lighter motion that may be expected
in the lee of the ship.

Lad cell, sea state, and platform motion data should be col-
i ,rte, Iurinq operations in the sea states rougher than has been
encointered to date.

t,,Prvers should be restricted to specified areas of the ship
hieacn and sUch restrictions should be made known upon their

!rrival at or near the exercise area.
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APPENDIX A

PICTORIAL SUMMARY OF CONVENTIONAL

BREAKBULK SHIP PRETEST
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I MAL. PL I LKA1,7 RE ADY.- Other crane equ ipment rlob il1e-l1;ided i r-
clbded the "Maikiel f1(at ur an M127 trailer. The ilobi le loads wertep %~i lned
alo nqsile the ,h; iu~ ,fore being evebarkel.
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P f A.. OUTRIGGER BEAM'1 LOAD)ED. Outrigger beams mobile-loaded on a n
Yj7trriiler are being loaded aboard the AMERICAN COURIER's Hold No. 4. Con-
~ri~stevedores were used to load the ship. Army and Navy stevedore,; were

vedJ to dis charge it while at anchorage off Ft. Story, Virqinia.
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I i A. 14. 'S[CONJD FA.ILLPl The crane's upper was rotated after the firs!
*alrer so that the boom hase was pointed forward. It had been hoped that

lhir, wr>Ad,, brino the cranfes center ot ordvity back into alignmient with the
sin; On thea second attp;t the ruy tilted, this time to the it h

(rifl w~v 1lFf t in the (mln proceeded admvinistratively to the test ,.ite.
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F I r~lp~ F 16. LCM8 LOADNE. An LCM8 was loaded to verify the breakbulk. ship's
capati'lties for ernbarhinq container compatible lighterage and lighterage

*capable of transporting container support equipiient. At approxiately 60 long
tons t',( LCMP was the second heaviest lift made.
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FIGURE A.2C. £jP[CIAL SLING. Because the carrier rested in the LCM8 in a
position where the front end was almost 4 feet lower than the rear (to in-
crease the LCM8 well deck stowage area), a special sling was used. The front
legs were longer than the rear ones so that the carrier itself was lowered
with a forward slant.
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~A F LY L OA qE L. The 10O-ton Cradne carrier was cautiously lowered
.~!~ <~' ithout. difficulty. OnrLe in the well, it was quickly shackled

' t' cm ,ide and1 the wheel,) were chocked. Above, shackle pins, are re-

hI(krn efed
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FVIUPF '.34. 6250 ASSEMBLY BEGINS. Once the 300-ton crane upper was in
posit ion, assembly began. The 140-ton crane had little difficulty on thejbeach hoisting the upper.
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II

717
-:. , , , /-

, .A.);, 60 SE T AS[MLID. With the courlerweights in place, theA.S-t'n crane was used to help assemble the boor , ,e 300-ton crane. Aser-

tI y -f the 30-ton crane required a total of 20 houi ind jC0 minutes. 'his
in.ced assembly of the outriggers, counterweights, mast, twc 3C-toot ho o,
se iorns, the boo' base and tip, and the operator's module.
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TABLE B.2

INTERPRETED LOG SHOWING ALLOCATION OF TIME INTO TIMES FOR NUMBERED
LIFTS AND TIMES FOR WORKING SHIP AND DELAYS

Loading Ship, 20 April 1976

" p aOae "t 01d Desiqnatio.' In rainao tabl)@ 181)e

cA 12 i S I

:'- -"a ler i7

a 'er :0 13

and unnage

%

arr e 2 43

amp 2'

Ra.' 4mo -2 :4

P J Problem wthy

I atte ln g tc i

I 44
a. . tttp to 1 1 '

2d Utnsuccessf&1l
attmpt to lift

Mast S 18

-. I228 112 30 1280i
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TABLE B.3

INTERPRETED LOG SHOWING ALLOCATION OF TIME INTO TIMES FOR NUMBERED
LIFTS AND TIMES FOR WORKING SHIP AND DELAYS

Unloading Ship, 21 April 1976

Sig ?sJati rn o aatO~i~ Odb e

imbr orking Lif~ts orkiny WD~ Delay

Rap am 69

-ampRamp28

'50e- S Carrier 2 so0

53 LjnCh

5 Avoidable Jelay '.'

Swu~ng Boom' nloallrj 7,jads W,

nlasming of Both

soot- 4 About boom base 28

Ase.a, -auseway 6 80
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TABLE B.4

INTERPRETED LOG SHOWING ALLOCATION OF TIME INTO TIMES FOR NUMBERED
LIFTS AND TIMFS FOR WORKING SHIP AND DELAYS

Unloading Ship, 22 April 1976

3 7

',a 'e t SG . ... ..

I~~~~olr itr ,A s .
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i ew$ 3! ,,
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: .. .' p~e 4a '
.. - o o

53 LunCh

S4a 6C total)

32

e., 25

31
Swlrqinq Boom

.. " .' :: " ' l er 16
Scrtaiiwr and

Trail r

36~ *: -44

" :1 :L
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:*,4 '-i.
4  
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